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GOLDEN MIRAGES

POETIC STUDY LIFTS
MASK FROM DESERT
In Laura Adams Armer's SOUTHWEST there is a charm and spirit which
are rare in today's books. The author has
penetrated the extraneous, obvious material at hand and gone deep into the inscrutable Southwest with its "60 million
yesterdays."
At first one might suspect its development into a travel book, although Mrs.
Armer states that it is neither that nor a
historic treatise. In a way it is both. There
is movement throughout, but the movement is in the form of subtle migrations of
an understanding spirit. The mask of
hardness and drabness often concealing the
real desert is lifted from its gaunt face.
The author has lived among the Indians,
has tasted of their sorrows without herself
becoming sorrowful. She has seen the
magic of the Navajo healings, the power
of the rain dances, never doubting the cosmic forces that have performed miracles
from the beginning of time.
Two things particularly remain with the
reader: the exquisite beauty of diction, the
charming choice of words to describe even
the commonplace; and the author's understanding love and reverence for the arid
land—its people and its glory. Her chief
fear is that "greedy hands will crush its
ephemeral beauty," causing the loss of a
great heritage.
The illustrations from paintings by the
author display the same rare delicate impression which permeates the text.
Longmans, Green and Co., New York,
1935. 224 pp. $3.00.
—TRACY M. SCOTT
•

•

•

LOCKWOOD ADDS TO HIS
ARIZONA PORTRAIT GALLERY
To supplement his publication entitled
ARIZONA CHARACTERS, now out of
print, Dr. Frank Lockwood has prepared a
new volume entitled MORE ARIZONA
CHARACTERS. This little volume is in
the form of one of the quarterly bulletins
issued by the University of Arizona.
In it Dr. Lockwood reviews the highlights in the lives of four Arizona pioneers—Horace C. Grosvenor, mine superintendent; Al Sieber, early day army scout
in northern Arizona; Captain John Hance,
guide at Grand Canyon for many years and
John L. Hubbell, Navajo Indian trader.
79 pp. 40c.
—E. H.

CONQUEST OF COLORADO
RIVER BY COLLEGE MEN
Going D O W N THE WORLD'S
MOST DANGEROUS RIVER long had
been Clyde Eddy's secret ambition. In
1927, with a group of 12 young college
men he fulfilled his dream by daring the
Colorado river's 300 bad rapids from
Greenriver, Utah, to Needles, California.
Having but 50 successful predecessors,
and as many more who failed, Eddy and
his crew in three flatbottomed row-boats
set a remarkable record, coming through
the ordeal with loss of one boat being the
only mishap.
His achievement was all the more remarkable when it is considered his men
had been selected by mail from applicants
throughout the United States who had
little advance information and no experience.
The expedition was in no sense a scientific one. It was high adventure. The men
faced death a dozen times a day. There
were back-breaking days when the boats
had to be carried around the most dangerous rapids. There were days of discouragement and moments of near-mutiny.
Eddy's style, while not outstanding,
holds the reader's close attention because
of its sheer excitement. Its simplicity and
adventure make it an enjoyable reading experience for youth; its intense excitement
will catch the interest of the fiction reader,
and it is sufficiently informative and accurate to suit the more critical reader.
Frederick A. Stokes Co., New York,
1929. Photos, endmaps, 293 pp. $2.50.
—RAND HENDERSON
•'

•

The thrill of man's struggle to find
legendary lost gold mines of the
West pulse through Philip A. Bailey's
"Golden Mirages." It is a gold mine
of Americana, containing the history,
legends and personalities of old
California and the Southwest.
"Without question the most
complete record of Pegleg
Smith lore ever to be printed"—Randall Henderson.
Illustrated with many photographs,
maps. Bibliography, index. 353 pp.

$3.50
California buyers add 9c tax.

DESERT CRAFTS SHOP
636 State St. — El Ceniro. California

WE WILL BUY.
BACK NUMBERS OF
DESERT MAGAZINE

They should be in fair condition to permit resale. Check your list of Desert
Magazines and if you have extras
send them to us.

•

CONDENSED GROWING GUIDE
FOR CACTI AND SUCCULENTS
Scott E. Haselton, from whose Abbey
Garden Press in Pasadena have come such
practical guides for hobbyists as CACTI
FOR THE AMATEUR and SUCCULENTS FOR THE AMATEUR, has just
written and published a profusely illustrated 68-page booklet CACTI AND
SUCCULENTS, And How to Grow
Them, for only a quarter. It has the same
practical approach as the other books, but
in more condensed form.
Includes Cultural Directions, Propagation, Pest Control, Collecting, and lists of
common and botanical names of popular
cacti and succulents. Cover photos in color.
Illustrated with photos and excellent line
drawings.

November, 1937
August, 1938
January, 1939
February, 1939
May, 1939
June, 1939
August, 1939
December, 1939
April, 1940
February, 1942

$3.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
.. 1.00
.. 1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

If you wish to secure back copies to
complete your files we will be happy to
send you a list of single copies
now available.
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• Winsome little Navajo girl on this
month's cover is a cousin of Cathley and
Lily, dairymaid sisters of "Nomads of
Inside-the-Rocks" on page 17 of this issue. John Blackford, in trying for this
shot, lifted her up into the hole-in-therock, which is about 150 yards south of
the goat corral seen on page 21. Immediately a high wind sprang up, "whipping her hair in her eyes, driving sand
into mine, as well as into the camera."
She apparently has no English first name,
and the family made it plain they did
not want to disclose her native given
name.
• W e think Jerry Laudermilk was indulging in some professorial humoi
when he said we all would go raving up
the street, tearing our hair, when we read
his latest "excursion into the past." At
the very least, he promises all Desert
readers they never will be the same after
reading about the Rock from Hades. This
is another treat soon to appear especially
for rockhounds, but everyone will be
spellbound by the terrifyingly realistic
recreation of the era when Pisgah Cratei
in the Mojave desert came into being.
• Black Canyon in northwestern Mojave desert rarely is visited. In prehistoric times it was the home of Indians
who showed considerable artistic skill.
Only knowledge of them seems to have
been derived from an examination of
etchings they left on canyon walls. These
tell of their daily lives, their clothing and
occupations. Vernon Smith of Laguna
Beach, California, has described, photographed and made tracings of many of
the petroglyphs for Desert readers. Over
a period of years he has made an intensive study of petroglyphs throughout the
Southwest. Just now he is serving as expert consultant with U. S. signal corps on
training films. His mapped story will
be published soon.
• Desert readers are going to meet the
Spiderweb Lady in an early issue. Nan
Songer is directing the efforts of Black
Widows and other spiders in war work.
She has a large "crew" of them spinning
silk threads. Not content with the fine
ness of them, she proceeds to split them,
sometimes into strands as fine as five one
hundred thousandth of an inch. Government uses spider silk for microscopes; instruments for taking blood count; survey,
astronomical and navigation instruments;
range finders; bomb sights; gun sights
and in any telescopic instrument requiring precision.

CREED OF THE DESERT
By J U N E LEMERT PAXTON

Yucca Valley, California
Man made the cities—perhaps they are
needed;
For each, there's a place that is best.
But there was a cry that long went unheeded,
So God kept the desert for quiet and
rest.
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Remains oj the Wenner home on Fremont Island. Still visible is remnant of top
window where Mrs. Kate Wenner used to signal. Clyde Anderson photo.
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By CHARLES KELLY

OW'D you like to take a boat
ride on Great Salt Lake tomorrow?" a voice asked over the
phone one day as I sat in a stuffy office in
Salt Lake City.
"Fine!" I replied, glad of an opportunity
to forget business a few hours. "Who's
speaking?"
"Johnny Jones," the voice replied.
"Meet me at the Saltair pier at nine
o'clock."
I already had made one delightful voyage on the lake with Thomas C. Adams, in
a specially constructed flat bottomed boat,
an experience which whetted my desire to
see more of that mysterious body of water.
John E. Jones, a prominent business man,
had just completed another boat and this
was to be its maiden voyage. I knew we
were in for a wonderful time.
"Where are you bound for?" I asked
Johnny when I met him at the pier next
morning.
"Nowhere in particular," he replied.
Where would you like to go?"
"If we have time," I said, "I'd like to
visit Fremont island. An old prospector
told me he found a cross cut in the rock on
top of the island in early days. I'd like to
see if it's still there."
"Sounds interesting," Johnny agreed.
"Maybe we could find an old date or something. Cast off!"

So that's how I happened to visit Fremont island in Great Salt Lake. We found
the cross cut in the rock and later identified

This is the story of a family
who lived on desert island—not
in the South Seas, but in Great
Salt Lake, Utah. Although their
island home was but 20 miles
from the mainland, they were at
times as effectively marooned as
if they had been surrounded by
the ocean. During high storm
winds, the great salt waves made
a crossing too dangerous to attempt. A sail boat brought their
mail and food supply once a
month. Their primitive existence
on the little crescent - shaped
island was in direct contrast to
the gay social life they had enjoyed on the mainland, but as
they adapted themselves to the
new environment they began to
realize that much of their previous life had been wasted on the
trivial details of the outside world.

Kit Carson as the man who cut it, as told
in a previous article in Desert Magazine
(February, 1942). But another strange
story came to light as a result of that trip.
While exploring the summit of the
island that day Johnny Jones noticed a
small bay in the shoreline and some distance back from the beach a dark object
which looked like the ruins of an old
house. Borrowing my glasses he studied
it for a few minutes.
"It is an old house," he said as he handed me the glasses. "A two-story rock
house. Who do you suppose ever lived on
this desolate island?"

John E. Jones and Miss Blanche Wenner enroute to Fremont Island, 1943. Miss
Wenner's first voyage, in 1886, in an open sail boat, required three days and nights.
Photo by Clyde Anderson, Salt Lake City.
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